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The coherentcomponentof the field scatteredat grazinganglesfrom a slightlyroughpressure
releasesurfaceis found. This is valid for multiple scatteringand is basedupon the parabolic
integralequationmethod.Also examinedare the scatteringof planeswavesunderthe method
and in particular,the effectof truncatingthe boundaryintegral.It is shownthat the coherent
field remainsinvariantwhen the sourceand receiverare displacedverticallyby equaland
oppositedistances,
aswasfoundnumericallyin a previouspaper.In general,this canbe shown
to hold becausethe coherentfield due to any plane wave is specular;however,under the
parabolicequationmethodreflectionis not specular,and thusthe resultis of particularinterest.
Reflectioncoefficients
are givenin closedform for severalsurfacestatistics,valid asymptotically
at largedistances.
PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.20. Bi, 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Dr
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INTRODUCTION

wavesunderthe parabolicequationmethod.In particular,
One of the main aimsof the studyof acousticscatter- we describethe effect of boundary truncation in the
ing by rough surfacesis to relate quantitiessuch as the
methodon planewaves;we obtain the corresponding
comeanor coherentcomponentof the fieldto the statisticsof
herentcomponent
and showthat it is not specular.This is
thesurface?
-nA common
approach
to thisisto consider appliedto a full incidentfield, and is usedto showthat the
the effecton incidentplane waves.For a pressurerelease coherentfield obeysthe imageinvarianceproperty.This is
surface,the Helmholtz equationsdescribethe field as a
an importanttestof the method,in viewof the nonspecular
boundaryintegralin the normal derivative,which in turn
reflectionof plane waves. The expressionsobtained are
is expressedas the solutionof an integral equation.When
valid for multiple scatteringfrom slightly rough surfaces
the incidentandscattered
wavefiddspropagate
at small and dependupon the autocorrelationfunction of the surfaceand its derivative.At largehorizontaldistances
from
anglesto the surface,the full Helmholtz formulationmay
the
origin,
however,
specular
reflection
is
recovered.
Effecbereplaced
bytheparabolic
equation
(PE) method.
5-aIn
tive reflectioncoefficients
for plane wavesare then given,
this forward-scatteringapproximationthe Green's function is recastin a paraxialform, and the regionof bound- and in severalcasesare expressedin closedform. This
calculationalso providesa convenientmeasureof the deary integration is truncated to lie between the vertical
pendenceof accuracyof the PE methodupon incidentanplanesof a sourceand the "receiver."In particular,the
derivative of the field at the surface is treated as the result
gle.
The results are obtained as follows: The scattered field
of scatteringonly from the directionof the sourceplane.
is foundalonga planecloseto the surfaceby an expansion
The PE methodhas provedextremelyusefulfor forin terms of the vertical derivative of the field at the surface.
ward scattering;it is highly efficientcomputationallyand
this formulation has allowed accurate inverse scattering This derivativeis solvedusingthe governingintegralequaand furthermanipulasolutions
9Jøto bedeveloped.
(Fortheinverse
solutions
at tiori hndercertainapproximations,
tion yieldstractableexpressions
which can easilybe avernongrazingincidencesee,e.g., Ref. 11.) Neverthelessin
aged.
severalrespectsthe methodis not well understood.In Rcf.
12 it was found numerically that for a Gaussian beam at
grazing incidence,scatteringunder the PE method obeys

an image property:The coherentfield remainsinvariant
when the sourceand receiver are displacedvertically by
equal distancesin oppositedirections.Now as is shown
below,this is a generalpropertyof roughsurfacescattering, because
for arbitraryanglesof incidencethe coherent
reflectionof plane wavesin specular.However, specular
reflectionunder the PE method cannot easilybc checked
and it has remainedunclearwhy the method shouldpreserve this invariance.

In this paperwe obtain the coherentscatteredfield at
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I. PARABOLIC

EQUATION

METHOD

We consider the problem of a scalar time-harmonic
wave field p scatteredfrom a one-dimensionalrough surface h(x), with a pressurereleaseboundary condition.
(For electromagneticwavesthis correspondsto s or TE
polarization, and perfect conductivity.) The wave field
propagates
with wavenumberk, and will be assumedto be

incidentand scatteredat smallgrazingangleswith respect
to the surface.The fieldis governedby the waveequation

(V2+k2)p---O.
Thecoordinate
axesarex andz, where
x is
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the horizontal x>O, and z the vertical, directed out of the

A. Specular reflection for arbitrary angles of

medium.It will be assumedthat the surfaceis statistically
stationaryto secondorder, i.e., its autocorrelationfunction
is translationallyinvariant.The meansurfacelevelis taken

incidence

at z=0, so that h(x) has mean zero. The autocorrelation

function(h(x)h(x+•)) is denotedby p(•), andwe assumethat p(•)-,0 at large separations
•. (The angled

brackets
denote
theensemble
average.)
Theno•=p(0) is
the varianceof surfaceheight, so that the surfaceis of
order O(a). We will denoteby L the charactefistc correlation length of the surface.

Sincethe fieldpropagates
predominantly
in onedirection, we can definea slowly varying part •bby

Incidentand scatteredcomponents
½i and ½sare defined
similarly,sothat ½-----•pi+tps.
We will sometimes
denoteby

the•b•
øthefieldwhichwouldbereflected
froma fiatsurface,tpsø(x,z)=--•i(x,--z).It may be assumed
that
•,(x,h(x)}=O for x<0, so that the area of surfaceilluminationis restricted,as for examplewhenthe field is a directed Gaussianbeam. The governingequationsfor the

parabolic
equation
method
•'6arethen
G(r;r')

DeSanto
andBrown•),but it is usefulto demonstrate
it
brieflyhere. The invariancewhich we requirefollowsimmediatelyfrom this.
Suppose
that a planewaveexp(ikxx+ ik,z) is incident
with wavenumberk uponthe statisticallystationaryrough

surface
h(x),where
kz= k,d-•. Denote
theresulting
scatteredfieldby PscatWe can choose(h) =0.
Now, translation by • is equivalentto multiplication

bye•,'•, thatis,

•b(x,z)=p(x,z)exp( --ikx).

½i(r)= --

In general,providedthe rough surfaceis statistically
stationary,the coherentscatteredfield due to an incident
planewaveis againa planewave.This is well known (e.g.,

dx',

( 1)

exp(ik•,[x + • ] + ik•z) = ea,• exp(ik•x+ ik,z,
)
for all x and •. Then, sincethe equationsare linear in the
incidentfield, and the surfaceis stationary,

)

)

(5)

for z abovethe highestpart of the surface.Sincethis holds
for all x and • it followsthat

(p•t(x,z))
=R•,•(z)e
i•',

(6)

where
R•,,(z)=(Pscat(O,z)).
Thus(p•t(x,z))isa plane
whereboth r={x,h(x}}, r'={x',h(x')}

lie on the surface;

and

waveasa functionofx alongany z plane.Now, awayfrom
thesurfacethe coherentfieldis governed
by thewaveequation. Therefore

f•G(r;r')•dx',

•ps(r)
=

(2)

wherer' is againon the surfaceand r is now an arbitrary
point in the medium.Here G is the parabolicform of the
two-dimensional
Green'sfunctiongivenby

x
eikxx-ik'2
•Pscat
(X,Z)
/ _--R kx
,

(7)

whereR• is the effective
reflection
coefficient,
R•

----R[•(zl)e
ik•zl,
and
this
istherequired
result.
Thus,
since
any incidentfield can be expressedas a distribution

tpi=
• A(kx)e
ikxx
+ikzz
dk
x
[t•x;x
,[ik(z--z')2]
exp[

=0,

1' forx'

otherwise,

(3)

where
a = 1/2 i/xfer.[Thisformgives
risetothefinite
upper limit of integrationin (1) and (2).] The Green's
functionis derivedunderthe assumptionof forward scattering,i.e.,thatthe fieldobeystheparabolicwaveequation,

•P•,+2ik•pzz=0,

(4)

which holdsprovidedthe anglesof incidenceand scattering are fairly small.

of suchplane components,
the coherentscatteredfield is
equivalentto the field due to the modified"image"

(•b,)
=f a(kx)R•f
i•x-i•z
dk
x.
This leadsimmediatelyto the following,whichwe referto
as the image property: The coherent field remains unchangedif the sourceand observation
point are displaced
verticallyby equaldistancesin oppositedirections.
This propertycan be viewedas the resultof the com-

mutativity
between
theoperators
S• andL+gactingon
functionsof x, where L+• is free-space
propagation
II. COHERENT

FIELD AND IMAGE PROPERTY

In thissectionwe will examinethe parabolicequation
method,firstshowingthe characteristics
of scatteredplane
waves,andthenfindingthecoherentfieldfor multiplescatteringat grazingincidence.We first discussthe scattering
of plane wavesfrom a rough surfacein general,and the
speculardescriptionof the mean field due to an arbitrary

tion),andS•iisanaveraged
scattering
operator:
[

]=

Here,S• andL• commute
because,
asis shown
by {7),
theyhaveincommon
theeigenvectors
ea•. Therefore
fora
roughsurfaceat z=O, andz• nearthe surface,we canwrite

source.

695

througha distance• betweentwo horizontalplanes(the
signbeingchosenaccordingto the directionof propaga-
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the meanscatteredfield at any z' in termsof the incident
field •Pi,½(x)at z:

(lPscat
(X,Z') ) = Zzl_z,ShLz
,- •pinc
(x)}

For fixedwavenumberk this holdsat low grazingangles
and for moderatesurfaceroughness,
but of courseis not
uniformin k. Alongthe surfaceh(x) the component
(9)
has z derivative

Oiø(x,h
)
-=ik cos0

= L2h- (•'+•)&l(½i,c
(x)).
This dependsonly on the sumz' +z, which showsthe requiredinvariance.Analogousresultsclearlyhold for threedimensionalwavepropagation,and for elasticand layered
mediawith irregularinterfaces.
Approximate values for the effectivereflectioncoeffi-

cients
Rkxhavebeen
provided
byvarious
methods,
forexample,perturbation
analysis,
• the Kirchhoffapproximation,
1'2andthesmoothing
method.
3

)

-ei•S[ ik cosO-k2h(x)cos
20

-- (ik3/2)h2(x)cos
30].

(10)

Considernow the scatteredfield at z•. Writing this as
•b•(x,z•)=•bs(x,h+ [z•-h l )
and expandingabout the surfaceh we obtain to second
order in (Zl--h)

B. Coherent field at grazing incidence

+

We now examinethe scatteringof planewavesunder
the parabolicequationsset out in Sec. I. The coherent
componentwill be obtained,and from this will be found
thecoherent
fielddueto anarbitraryforward-going
source.
The significanceof plane-wavescatteringin the PE
methodis to someextentformalratherthan physical,since
plane wavesviolate the assumptionof restrictedsurface
illumination.However,the resultsyield insightinto the
effectof boundarytruncationand providea tractableroute

surfacecorrelationlength.This is not a significantlimitation since,in this regime,•p•is negligiblefor smallx. Now,
theboundaryconditiongives•(x,h) = - •bi(x,h).Alsothe
zerothoorder(i.e., flat surface) solution for the scattered

to the calculation of the full coherent field.

fieldis•b•ø(x,z)=-•Pi(x,-z).
Fromthisthesecond-order

In orderto proceedwe find the fieldalonga plane,as
follows:We assumeslight roughnessso that there is a
plane at gl closeto everypoint on the surfaceh(x). By
expandingtp•to secondorder in (Zl-h) abouth(x), we
write tp•in termsof functionsincludingdtp/dz.The plane
wavecontributions
to &b/dz are foundby applyinga nonlocal approximationto Eq. (1). Note that, sincethe expansionof tpsis in functionswhichthemselves
dependon h,
the h dependence
of eachterm is not restrictedto its coef-

term in ( 11) may be written

ficient. The resultswill be obtained to secondorder in h,

1

202•s(x'h)
022

(11)

We will restrict attention to x>>L, where L is the

021ps(
x,h)

022 =- o•-•+o(a)

(12)

andthequadratic
factor(z•--h)2allows
theO(rr)termto
be neglected:

O•bs(x,h) O•b(x,h) O•bi(x,h)
Oz

02

Oz

(13)

i.e.,to0(o2).Since
z• isofordera, wemayneglect
terms
The term&p(x,z)/02 in (13) canbewrittenasthesolution
suchash2Zlandh•.
Consider
theslowly
varying
part•bi=pe
-ikxof anin- of Eq. (1) in Sec. I. It was found in Ref. 12 that for
cidentfieldp which obeysthe parabolicequation(4). We
may assumethat this field can be written as a distribution
of plane-wavecomponents

moderatelyrough surfacesthis is reasonablywell approximatedif G in the integrandis replacedby its flat surface

formG(x,z;x',O)=a/x•--x'.
Thisintroduces
anerrorof
orderO(o2),whichmayagainbeneglected
because
it oc-

lPi(x,z)=

A(O)•biø(x,z)
dO,

(8a)

where

Oiø(x,z)
=e-i•xexp(ik[xsinO+zcos0]).

(8b)

Define S=sin 0--1. When kh(x)cos 0 is small we can
write

•b/ø
(x,h)= exp{ik
[xS+ h(x)cos0]}
•ei•$[ 1+ ikh(x)cos
O- (k2/2)h2(x)cos
20].
(9)
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cursin (11) with an additionalfactor (z•-h). Thus

••
lPi(
x,h
)--•--;o

a O•b
(x',h
)dX'.
-•z

(14)

This form is knownas a generalized
Abel'sequation,and
has the solution(e.g., Ref. 13)

O½(x,h)
=
ax-x' l
02

(15)

Using (12), (13), and (15), we can rewrite (11) as
M. Spivack:Reflection
at roughsurface 696

k2

•b•
ø(x,zt)
=- 1+ikh
(x)cos
0-• cos
20

X[h2(x)
+(Zl-h)
2]
)e
ikxs
(16)

-(za-h)
We now considerthe restrictionof the right-hand side
of Eq. (16) to the plane-wavecomponentsof •Pi.Accordingly, define

+•xx + ikcos0

k3 O)dkxS

--k2h(x)cos
20--i-•h2(x)cos
3
. (23)

Wemustnowfindthemeanof½.•.Onaveraging,
allterms

½•ø
(x,za)
-- - •iø(x,h) - (z•- h)

which are linear in h vanish,and (23) gives

0

Zl

(

(•(x,zi))=--• Do(X)--l+ikzicos
0
ß

--• COS
20 eikXx+
h(x)• ,

(17)

(24)

By (9) the integral term in (17) can be written

where• is thevariance
of thesurface
height.Herewe

haveneglected
anO(a3) termik3zi•cos
30/2, whichis

dfo
••ø½x',n(x'))

(18)

where

df•:ae
ikSx'
Do(x)
=•xx
qx--x'

(19)

e&Sx
'

I2(x)-

df•:k2h2(x,)cos2
02a•x_x,•x',
(20)

and

alsoof third orderin the grazingangle.Three other terms
in • have cancelledß
It remainsto evaluatethe term involvingthe integral
I. By the chain rule we can write

(h•):[d(hI)Idh•.
Considerfirst the mean of d(hI)/dx. The averagecan be
taken under the integral signin I, so from (21) this tern
becomes

ikp(x--x')cø
Odx'
d[fo•a•ei•s•'
],

•'•l
x

eikSx'

I(x)
=foikh
(x')cos
0ct
•-•-•--x'
dx'.

(21)

Since
12is 0(o2) andoccurs
in (17) witha factorO(rr),
we may neglectit. Note that I is linear in h. Now the
deterministic(i.e., surfaceindependent)term D o can be
expressed
in the form

where p(x-x')
is the autocorrelation function
(h(x)h(x')). We can put •=x-x'
and write this as

(d(hI)•
d[•ikxS
fj e-ikS• Od•].
Sincex • L and the autocorrelation function falls to zero at

large separations,
we can replacethe upper limit of integrationby m, so that the integralbecomesindependentof
x and we obtain

qiS
1(--kSx)
}e
iksx
],

(22)

[d(hI)
)k2S eikxSf•
e-iksg
=-

cos0

p(•) d•.

(26)

whereCa, S1aretheFresnel
integrals
TM

Considerfinally the remainingterm {I dh/dx) in Eq.
(25). The derivative dh/dx can be taken inside the inte-

cos t

1

•-dt, Sl(y)=
•

y

f••dt.
sin
t

For themoment,we will retainthenotationD o. Soby (9),
(10), and (18) the expression(17) becomes
697
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Sincethe correlationfunctionp is stationary,we canwrite

(seePapoulis?
5p. 317)
, dh(x)\
where•=x--x'.

dp(g)

'

(28)

parturefrom plane-wave
behavioris containedcompletely
in the deterministicpart D O [see (22)]. Considera fiat
surface,so that To----O
in (32). For sufficiently
largekxS
the coefficients
C•,S• approach1/2, D Oapproaches
a plane
wave, and specularreflectionis recovered:

So, reasoningas before,(27) becomes

zI

dh
> ik
ei•Sx
• e-ikS•
\[idx
a O
x[•dp(•
d•)d•. (29)
•-

COS

Collectingterms,andusing(25), (26), and (29), Eq. (24)
can now be written

(

{½•(x,z•))•---- Do(x)-- l+ikz• cos0

•

(30)
O)
eikxx-r0eikxx,

cos

• e-i•g[

ro=• cos

= --2ikz•x•e •s•.

(35)

(Somecare is neededin choosingthe signof the square
root correctly.) This is an asymptoticlimit for largex, but
is not uniformin anglein incidence.On the otherhand,for
low grazingangle •r/2--O, the coefficients
C•,Si vary

slowlywithrespect
to x soagainDOis planewaveeikSx

wherethe coefficientT o is givenby

modifiedby a slowlyvaryingenvelope,
andin factvanishes
in thelimit.Now,in thelargex asymptotic
limit (35), Eq.
(32) remains inaccurate for a fiat surface: The exact solu-

tionatz•isei•(xs-z'cos
0).However
from(32) and(35)the

ldp(•)]
I

ik

reflectionat z• is given as

<lps
•(X,Z
1)>• --ei•sx
[ 1-- ikz•(2x/--2S--cos0) ]

(31)

• --exp[ikSx--ikz•(2•2- 2sin0

The integral T o is calculatedin closedform for certain
casesbelow.It is convenientto reversethe approximation

-cos 0) 1.

(9) and write (30) as

(36)

This impliesa phaseerror of

ZI

opsO(x,z,)
>• _-- Do(x) _eik(sx+z.
cos
0)_ Toei•X.

2kz(cos
0- x/2-2sin0),

(32)

This is the first of the resultsrequired;it represents
the
mean field near the surfacedue to a plane incidentwave
undertheparabolicequationmethod,usingapproximations
(9)-(12)

zI 2• (1qi)ei•$x

--

(37)

which, to secondorder in the grazingangleO'=rr/2--O,
becomes

(kz/4)0'3+0(0'4).

(38)

and (14) and is valid for x•L.

We obtainreflectioncoefficients
for forward-scattering This error arisesin applyingthe integralEq. (1) to relate
the surfacederivativedtb/dz and the incidentfield, and is
at grazingincidenceby lettingz I --,0 (seeremarkslater) or

simplyto write the deterministic
part by appealingto the

therefore inherent in the PE method.

exact solution for a flat surface:

We also wish to show that the PE method obeysthe
image property. As we have discussedin Sec. II A, this
follows immediatelyif the mean reflectiondue to plane
wavesis specular.The precedingcommentsmake clear
that thisholdsat low grazingangles,andat all otherangles
in the limit of largex. This is the casedespitethe above
phaseerror (38).
Some remarks should be made concerningthe rela-

<lpsø(x,zl)
) m--eikXx(
1+ To).

(33)

Supposenow that •Piis an incident field written as in
(Sa). From (33)

0Ps(X,Z)
)--------½•(x,--z)
--f•r.4
(0)
roe•k(s•
•o•
o).
(34)

As mentionedabove,althoughthis is restrictedto x • L, it

is not a significantlimitationbecause
we can assume0, to
be negligibleat smallervaluesof x. The AppendixgivesT O
in closed form for three cases: Surfaces with Gaussian,

exponential(fractal), and modifiedexponential(subfractal) autocorrelation functions.

tionship
between
thecomponent
tb•ø(x,z)
at z=zl andat
z=0. First, we were able to setzi to zero in (33) because
the only zi-dependentterms remaining after averaging
must be negligibleor deterministic,and in the latter case
this stepis clearly valid. Thus the coherentfield could have
beenobtainedby settingzi = 0 from the start.However,for
zi chosenaboveall pointson the surfacethe (unaveraged)
scatteredfield has a straightforwardphysicalinterpretation.

C. Spatial and asymptotic dependence

Second,it may at first seeminconsistentwith the wave

Although we have discardedcertain termsin (32), the
expressiongives an opportunity to examine the angular
dependenceof the accuracyof the PE method. It can be
seenthat the coherentfield (32) is nonplanaras a function

equationthat a nonplanecomponentzl D oappearsonly for
z•-•0. Sincethis part is purelydeterministic,we can supposeherethat the surfaceis flat. Recallthat D O(22) is the
0 componentof the exact solution (15) for the derivative

of x, buthavingneglected
thetermin ZiG
• cos
30 thede

d•p/dzdue to the decomposition
of •pi.The term z•D Ooc-

698
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cursin expandingthe fieldat z 1 (11 ) abouth----0.Thus the
fieldsat z=z 1and at z=0 are consistent
with the parabolic
waveequation,the additionalx dependence
arisingpurely
from the boundary truncation at x=0. (As discussedearlier the individual0 components
of the solutionare to be
interpretedformally rather than physicallyin the regionof
small x.) When the plane wave componentsare recombined, from (15) and (19) we get

r

of surface features which are

lation function.

(1) Consider the "fractal" autocorrelation function

p(•) =o• exp(--•/L).
Then

l

0½0(X,0)
&Pi(x,O)
Thecoefficient
Totakes
thevalue
•4

A ( O)Do dO= -- rr --

•

functions are characteristic

jaggedcomparedwith the third, the Gaussianautocorre-

3z

-- -- 2• --

&

Thus for a flat surface we obtain from (32):

k2

oo /

o:oOfo

a½•(x,0)

k2

1 \e-g(i•s+l/œ)

j

S+ 1/ikL

--•a•cøsO
i•l/L'

= - ½i(x,-zl)+
where the secondequationcan be seenby taking Taylor
expansions
of ½iand d•b//dz.This is correctto first order in
z l, so that the additionalspatialdependence
in the componentsD o doesnot causeinconsistencies
in the reflected

(AI)

(2) The "subfractal" autocorrelation function is

p(•) =•( 1+ •/L)exp(--•/L).
In this case

field.

I dp(•)=•exp(•)
S1

III. SUMMARY

We have consideredscatteringat grazing incidence

from roughsurfaces
underthe parabolicequationmethod.
The coherentcomponentof the field for slightly rough
surfaceshasbeenfound (34), and expressed
in termsof the
autocorrelation

function of the surface. Effective reflection

coefficients
(33) have beengivenfor scatteringdue to incidentplanewaves.We have examinedthe effectof truncatingthe boundaryintegraluponplanewaves;the fieldat
a near-surface
planewasobtained(32). Plane-wavereflection is not specular,but at low grazinganglesor in the
limit of largex it becomes
specular.Howevera phaseerror
remains(38) evenin the largex limit. Nevertheless,
thisis
sufficientto verify preservationof the imageproperty.Extensionof the resultsto the higher moments,from Eq.
(23), shouldbe straightforward.

Thecoefficient
isgivenby•
k•

To=
• • cos
[S+
1/2ikL
1
(3) Finally, considera Gaussianautocorrelation
function,

p(•) =• exp(--•2/L2).
We can againfind the integralexactly,with coefficients
in
terms of standard functions. Here,

(-5[S+i•'

p(g)s1dp(•)
dC=•exp

The integralin T o is the sumof two Laplacetransforms,
and can be written (seep. 146 of Ref. 16)

To= (k2/•a) • cos0 exp(--(kLS):/8)
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APPENDIX:

EXPLICIT

EVALUATION
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SURFACES

We return now to the effectivecoefficients(33). The
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integralin coefficient
T O[Eq. (31)] isa Laplacetransform.
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In severalcasesof interestwe can expressthis integral in
closedform, or in terms of standardfunctions.We give
three examples.In each casethe parameterL determines
the correlationlengthof the irregularsurface.The first two
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